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3 of 3 review helpful Challenging book By Off the grid If you are interested in mining yourself for insights and 
awareness of your own thoughts emotions desires and impulses all the things that practicing kundallini yoga unearths 
for you then you are looking at the right book This is not the handbook with kriyas meditations and pranayams This is 
the book that helps you deal with all the insights and new awarenesses This classic guide to Kundalini Yoga translates 
the enigmatic Eastern teachings of Kundalini into a form accessible to the Western Mind It provides practical 
exercises questions and meditations and guides the readers through the chakras exploring each level of consciousness 
in detail Using clear and comprehensible language Swami Radha offers thorough explanations and insightful 
reflections for incorporating the ancient teachings of Kundalini into modern everyday a treasure chest a welcome relief 
to read about Kundalini in ways that are clear detailed explicit profound Dr James Fadiman author of Personality and 
Personal Growth combines Western how to with Eastern inspiration 
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